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Villie Beebs()
 
I enjoy long walks on the beach, picnics in the afternoon and I am a libra, Ok I
am Seriously just kidding. I was born in the Phillipines but raised in the states. I
was a army brat so traveled around quite a bit as a kid. Personal stuff about me,
I was into acting in my early years, I love museums especially the Salvador Dali
Museum, The Metropolitan museum of art in Ny, Wyland Gallery, etc. Love to
travel preferably anywhere with a tiki bar. I am movie/tv fanatic, so much that I
actually think in television, just fuhgeddabout it. I love theme parks, pretty
places, going to concerts, and I love to write. I have a few things published but
am just a amateur with a hobby. My pipe dream would be to write a book or a
movie one day. Thanks for reading my stuff! ! !
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A Poem For Patrick
 
From the moment we were told no one could speak or answer
We were painstricken and scared and could barely fathom you had cancer
Our hearts ached with you, as you shared your voyage everyday
Our hopes went out, with each prayer that we prayed
If there was ever was a hero, you would be the one
For so much you have gone thru, so much you have done
A fingerprint to our souls, you are imprinted in our hearts
As our journey of life goes on, in spirit you will not be far
A inspiration to so many, you made such a difference this is clear
Always encouraging us to try our best, even when it seemed hard to presevere
For this much and more we will always be by your side
To try to give back what you have given, numerous of times
 
To see you smiling, as you would make your rounds
Just being near you, your kindness would surround
Coming over and saying hello, always smiling with a how are you
From your funny stories from home, to your gym song emails
From your hyper ramblings, and attention to detail
Your forgetful moments, to your sense of humor
For always going that extra mile, to stand behind your reps
When we seemed a little lost, you would show us the steps
A great mentor and a friend, you are a leader to follow
Not having you and no candy, is certainly hard to swallow
Patrick you are missed, in so many ways than we can say
The DA unit has not been the same, since you went away
 
To even share what you have gone through, and invite us to be there
Only made us miss you more, it only made us care
Everyday on caring bridge, we would read, pray and hope
We held your hand from a distance, and shed tears as you coped
Gum infections, canker sores, fevers, pain, and sweats
Is just a few of all the side effects the cancer makes you get
Going thru the pain, losing your hair, your weight,
Your family staying strong, never unwavering in strength
You have gone the distance together, leaping mountains at great lengths
 
As you went thru chemo, the transplant, and waiting for your counts
Praying for your kidney, your liver, and GDHV amounts
If there was ever was a hero, you would be the one
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For so much you have gone thru, so much you have done
A fingerprint to our souls, you are imprinted in our hearts
As our journey of life goes on, in spirit you will not be far
Still fighting this battle, your courage will never cease
You'll win this fight,  you will triumph this disease
 
Villie Beebs
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A Tormented Goodbye
 
Remembering past days, hanging out at the skate park
When we would sneak out and get drunk, you would come get me after dark
Going to punk rock shows, causing trouble everywhere we went
Oh how I love all the memories, there is so few that I have left
Remembering when we went to prom, when I cried on your shoulder
When we talked about our lives, and how we couldn't wait to get older
 
It has been so many years, since you have died
Since you swallowed all those pills and chose to end your life
You called me to say goodbye
But I could not get to you in time
We had a promise, a pact, a agreement to go together
We said if we could not take this life, than we would take forever
We suffered so much, we were codependantly in love
There was just so many painful things, that we could not overcome
We would try to fight, we would try outlive through the pain
But if it became too hard, where one could not save the other
Than we would die together, hand in hand of one another
 
You saved my life, in more ways than I can convey
But for you I could not do the same
You were already gone, it was too late
It was a race against time, a battle of fate
I remember the awake, as I tearfully carressed your face
I memorized your arms as I held you for one last embrace
My plan was to die as soon as I saw you just once more
But my parents sent me away, after they found all the pills in my drawer
So when I left your funeral, they drove me straight there
Losing you was truly more pain than I could bare
That was the day, the day my heart broke
When your mother blamed me, when she said it was my fault
That maybe I could learn from this, that I could learn how to save a life
That because I didn't tell anyone, and I couldn't get there in time
 
Preserving you in jars, in my mind you are formented
To open you up and let you out it would only torment it,
Traces of yesterday, it blows away like footsteps in the sand
It only makes it harder to try to understand
Overtaken by the time and how fast you drift outside
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I still find you everywhere, lost in thoughts you are disguised
Like a lonely boat, newly lost at sea
Why was it so easy to try to run away and forget me
Alone,  floating, into the great abyss
Could you not throw me a life jacket and let me exist
The emptiness in my life, everywhere you are missed
Why did you leave me, was I so easy to dismiss
 
To accept that you are gone it has been quite a struggle
To try to stand after your absence has been more of a stumble
Peering into the past, all obstacles they won't crumble
It remains fading fast, just memories that are troubled
 
Lighting candles to your memory, I sit alone and listen to our old songs
When life didn't matter and only you and I belonged
I sit at your grave, staring at the picture of you that I took
Engraved on your stone, with such a beautiful look
Your beautiful blue eyes, oh how I miss them so
Oh why, oh why billie, did you have to go?
 
Villie Beebs
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A Walk Thru Memory Lane
 
Such a scary walk thru memory lane
The trees are dying, the willows all whining, and the moon's light is not as bright
The owls screech and hoo hoo with fright
And the ravens flock into the fantasy of night
Images haunting with sick detail
My skin goes from rosy to a chalky pale
Shadows dance in a ballroom stance
As all the insects crawl and prance
Spiders weaving webs, all over they are spun
The fear sets in for what is about to be done
Laughing, Laughing in the distance they are maddening
This walk thru my head is spinning yet gravitating
Pictures lifting up changing colors as they  float
Nostalgic emotions begin to constrict my throat
As It's getting harder to breathe in all this mystic smoke
I get closer and closer to all the paths  I took
 
I visit the graveyard of my love's past
Like a fish out of water,  Frozen from fate's lovespells cast
Forgotten and yet remembered for all gained and lost
Now so tired from the heartache and the exhaust
Here lies my first love,  born in highschool times
Such new experiences well learned and tried
If I could turn back the clocks I would not rewind
So innocent I was from what true love defined
I was like a actor, acting like a mime
Matching the moves, each move for a blow
All the way to the part where I couldn't let go
I was just a conquest that needed to be overthrown
His time to rule was over, as he was going for the gold
Only wanting more than I could give to him to hold.
 
And here lies my second, and that was about how long it lasted
The relationship that is, and that was all that was vested
So charming was he, such poetry he would speak
Our bodies and minds moved like rain
Fierce yet cold and yet the passion was craved
Through the wild storm, we drowned in the waves
Attraction that was, and than the fire went out
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I thought that there was more to love than this was about
 
Looking on, I see so many graves in tact, all the pictures are torn and worn and
cracked
All the skies have turned to black, Without a cloud in the sky
I lay the flowers on the stones blowing kissses as I go by
Movie reels and records hissing to the old fashioned tune
In the night's midnight mist,  all the tiger lilies bloom
I blink in a moment, I awake in my room
Still holding the flowers in my hand
With pictures spread about across my marble nightstand
And in the far, far distance, the sounds speaks quick disdain
Of a walk down the path's of memory lane
Calling me, taunting me, to come back
To close my eyes until light fades to black
I say but at last, at last, you were buried long ago
I was just cleaning out the attic, just making more space.
 
Villie Beebs
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Abused Innocence
 
Daily beatings that made me more angry than sad
All because of a alcohalic vietnam vet, aka my dad
All other times my parents were never there
And when they were, they didn't care
Slaves to clean, slaves to be mean,
Weak nothings to put down, human punching bags to throw around,
More tramatic than I can write, I am just more sorry that I gave up the fight
Innocence lost, I will never get it back
It is a piece of me that I will forever lack
 
My sisters are screaming down the halls
Wanting to save them, I can hear there calls
Daddy is confused,  it is his country he is fighting to defend
It's 2 am, and daddy's drunk again
He picks her up by her hair and throws her into walls
The hospital thought her injuries was from a accidental fall
Sometimes it was from the belt, we would form up in a line
He would leave lashes and welts, all over our spines
 
We always had to be quiet and stay in our rooms
Don't speak unless spoken to, or the beatings will resume
Walk on eggshells, just don't disturb the beast
For if you do, his fury will release
Don't make a mess, mother was obsessed with material things
We had to be perfectly controlled,  to dance on her strings
The moment we became our own person, we were disowned
Forever to be ignored, abused and left alone
Hurry clean the house, it was our daily chores
Weeding in the yard, hand picking up lint and dirt on the floors
Never had a bedtime story, hugs or kisses, or birthday parties
Just daddy drinking his whiskey, vodka and barcardi
He would always think we drank it, when his bottle would become low
He would freak out in rages, and his anger would grow
Choking us, shaking us as if trying to make the screaming stop
Hitting and punching,  until on the floor we would drop
 
Once my sister was thrown through a window, all the paynes they did shatter
The hospital thought it was just a accident, as they removed all the glass and
matter
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When they were gone at work, only then did we have peace
That was until my older sister started beating us, as her anger would not cease
Ya see, she had endured the abuse longer, so learned behaviors they do get
handed down
Forever replaying through time, these memories will surround
This is what my childhood carries
Just painful memories that are traumatic and scary
Wrapped, intertwined through every fiber of you
Abuse is just apart of the past, you spend your life to get through
 
Villie Beebs
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Addicted
 
Your so addicting, you make my life conflicting
Just to try to function without being near you
Without being taken and consumed, after I get a fix I then can resume, Back to
this routine and this everyday life, I wear this disguise to hide the strife.
 
Morphine sweetness, you feel like pill popping goodness, let me thump my arms
so I can get ready
To pump you into my heart. I'll hold you fast and steady,
Throbbing throughout in swirling wonder, you cast a druglike spell, that you cast
me under.
 
Let me divide you into lines, to breath you into my phening mind, Breathe
quickening, feelings overwelm with such intense emotion,
I feel as if I am being washed away with the weight of the ocean
Why I could just overdose and not even come close,
The more I feel you, the more I am deeper into, the  more I become addicted to
you
 
Suffocating, needing, I convulse almost soul bleeding, awaiting, elating lost into
every effect,
As it sinks deeper, the more reality I reject.
Wanting, yearning, desiring, burning, all, every, more, it's turning, phasing,
grasping and yet hazing, the transformation is almost complete,
I am your biggest user, I have lost to this defeat
 
Shooting, smoking, inhaling until I am choking
Freebasing, swallowing, tongue dropping, and rolling,
I take you in, in any way and any shape, you are my favorite drug from this high
I will never awake, nor from this habit I will never break.
You are the best drug I could ever want nor take
All of this, all of you I love and miss, it is only you that I truly adore
When it comes to you, I just want more, and more and more..........
 
Villie Beebs
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Anticipating Beginnings
 
At last the night fades into dusk
As these tears turn to rust
Down the tarnished metal surface of my hardened heart
It remains so cold to be apart
So bold to try to start anew again, in such thoughts that linger to appear
As I figure to be encased in fear, awaiting for my love to arrive
Inside I feel it start to thrive, it comes to life, it beats inside
Breathing, needing, feeling yet again this emotion that is to end
Because I sit here alone, cold, still softly fading and yet waiting to be held
again...
But god how long, why now, but when?
 
Villie Beebs
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Attempted Murder Of Your Heart
 
My heart is fully loaded I conceil what is about to occur
This crime I am committing is a solution to the way that things were
Heightened anticipation, the sweat condenses down my face
I cock the gun I get it ready as I load bullets into each empty space
 
Emotions running vampant, as the time is running out
I keep staring at the clock, as the night howls with far cry shouts
Pain calling from the distance, my future glimpse of what must come
The death of another heart, I must hunt down the chosen one
Murder, murder, I repeat what I must do
As you gave me no choice, this is what you pushed me do to you
 
You pushed me away, you changed into who you became
The sweetness stopped, and nothing stayed the same
You say things that hurt and you torture me everyday
You stole from me what you could, and took your love away
 
I see you in my scopes, and aim the red laser on your heart
I will kill what life was beating, with love you shall not feel warmth
I will make you bitter, you will feel pain, and be so sad
At times you will be crazy, and more angry than mad
You will be too scared to love again, you will build walls around your heart
You will think of me each day as your soul falls apart
But just as I am about to pull the trigger
I suddenly have a ephiphany and ponderly  figure
Why that would make me just like you
You would turn me into everything that you say and do
To become like that, onto myself I would not be true
I decide to let you suffer as carma will find you one day
Another girl who will pull the trigger, and take your love away
This my friend will be your long awaited fate
To try to be reborn again, for you it will be too late
Until then I would hold onto this grudge with unmeasured hate
And you would have just become, the best mistake I ever made
 
Villie Beebs
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Caught In A Dream
 
Towards fates destiny we remain clutched in her grip
Mother nature, and the gods cannot deny and must admit
That this illfated spell that outcasts over me and you........
No matter how strong evil outlasts we will always triumph through
One lifetime to the next, from the beginning to the end
We  will find eachother again and our souls will reconnect
Mated for life, we are bound from heaven above
To journey through life, forever in love
Bonded, intertwined, through all boundries in time
One heart unwoven and split into two
One half in me and the other in you
With all dreams combined, and our worlds collided
Through all tests of time we will never be divided
 
We meet in dreams where our world is hidden
Away from real life, where our love is forbidden
Surrendering hearts, gazing into each other's eyes
Such a captivating force, our emotions rise
Such deep azure blue eyes they magnetically pull me in
They are a intense attraction of beauty and sin
 
Generating feelings of exquisite rapture
In passions fury, such intensity is captured
Losing my breath as I try to breathe
Two souls ignited out of undying need
I hear you speak but you don't say a word
Our emotions take over with what is about to occur
A created mystical world that is ours alone
Our love will go on into the great unknown
 
Villie Beebs
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Collided Dependance
 
What would I do if it came to an end
To be so defenseless with no one to defend
All things bad, that invade my heart
That spawn inside my mind and grow to rip me apart
Oh dear soldier, my strong protecter of such pain
My shield from consequences such virtue is saved
Build me up and catch me and when I fall
Make me a skyscraper building, a million feet standing tall
The need, the want, the desire to be one
The want to be completed, to be finished an then undone
The feeling and emotion to want to escape and run
To swing and swing until I touch the sun
 
Let you be the light that saves me from the dark
You are a destined journey I have been awaiting to embark
You crash in and out of my mind like the sea washes the shore
You are such a beautiful person I am here to adore
Such transcending light that shines from your soul, I am radiated
Touched by the light, engulfed by the night, we are soul mated
Cursed and spellbound all at the same time
We are two hands of time,  couting backwards to unwind
Swimming through atmospheric waves, our spirits will intertwine
Not looking back to the world we left behind
 
Sentences finishing without words
With just one look we can read eachother's world
Music appears in our minds and we feel the same song
We are the perfectness found in everything, even when it is wrong
Not knowing ill fates when the stones are cast
Only knowing the moments, and savoring them as they last
It is having blind faith, that will lead us from the past
We will journey to the future where all enemies will be surpassed
 
Villie Beebs
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Dream
 
Sickness festering inside my brain
I numb the feelings to ease the pain
What was lost supercedes what was to gain
In a memory's garden mixed with seeds of change
 
Postive things grow with negative thoughts involved
Caught in a cycle that constantly revolves
Round and round will we all fall down?
Drizzled with Ashes and posies all around
 
Finding hope, in what dreams that come
The want to sleep increases, like rain evaporates in to the sun
Live inside a fantasy of a love sick dream
Love exploding within my heart but sick in the morning....
when from my love I must part
Where all is perfect and it is a world that I create
Where life is meant to be,  more than something great
Some kind of beautiful, colored in a untouchable disarray
In wondrous envy never to go away
And than I awake and the enchantment seems to cease
I am in a memory garden shivering from the dream now deceased
Until we meet again
Until I sleep when,
When I fall in love again
Once upon a dream.
 
Villie Beebs
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Eyes Of Beauty
 
Blue skies sparkling in ice cold chips
Melting in emerald oceans, the beauty flows adrift
As the winds dance perfectly with a sun kissed wish
Jumping over the waves,  flies the rainbow fish
 
Sunflowers outstreches, reaching towards the light
And when the darkness comes, they sleep into the night
Faded, wilted, awaiting for the morning sun
To set amongst the blue skies, they unravel an come undone
Basking in the morning's dew, the blue liquifies each and every view
Such beautuful eyes that I have ever seen, each and every time I have looked at
you
 
Rain, rain, the blue comes down,  in a faded distant grey
Camellions changing to your emotions, how does thy color change
Spectrum of color, in it's purest form, can I change them to be as beautiful as
can be
Oh  grace me now, save me how, why with just one glance, with just one dance,
you set my spirit free
I will be captured until then, awaiting to spend, just a moment in the sky
To be taken by your beauty, just let it be my duty, to free fall into your eyes
 
Villie Beebs
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Falling Into You
 
I love you more than I can say, it grows and intensifies each and every day
I love your, smile, Why I could get lost for miles, as I drift away on the jade sea
of your nile
Floating so serene, like a liquid hazing dream, as you take me into your soul
With one look, with just one kiss, I could spend a lifetime and I surely would miss
I surely would give, all the moments in the world, just to spend a single moment
in your arms........Enclosed inside your heart.
You take me away to heaven's plains, as you build me a cloud house inside the
sky
Addicted, unconflicted, unraveled and untwisted, found and understood, I remain
lost within you, as life and dreams go passing by, I close my eyes into where my
soul lies, deeply interwined into view
I feel you, I need you, wondering through, as I fall more into you
You fall back into every part of me,
 
Villie Beebs
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Gang Rape
 
Me and two friends at the fence we did meet
From escaping the instituition, we began to walk down the street
We were only fifteen, and we were abused troubled teens
We thought it was ok, we thought we would be safe
We were singing stand by me, looking for ciggerettes as we walked
We were laughing, making jokes just smiling as we talked
We saw a bright light, and a truck full of 4 boys
They pulled off the road, they asked if we would go
 
We arrived at a field, an began to drink and mingle
I started to get a headache as my head began to tingle
He handed me a few motrin or so I thought
In just a few moments, I couldn't believe what I got
 
Darkness took over, and the world began to spin
I was tied to each corner, of the truck I was pinned
Blindfolded and naked, the cold air chilled my skin
I could barely comprehend what was about to begin
 
Four men around me, getting drunk, just laughing as they got ready
He held her till she was steady, he was ready to do harm
One friend with a knife to her throat and herion in her arm,
The third friend hiding, hiding safely in the woods
Watching everything in fear, she cried where she stood
 
The first guy was quiet as he just raped me in silence
He seemed a little twisted like he enjoyed watching my face as he was violent
Over and over I thought it would never end
I knew by the huge puddles that I had bled
Bruises, bruises, all over my back
Rope burn and a abrasions on my wrists, my skin was cracked
So drugged up I knew barely what was occuring
I only knew I was in pain and my vision was blurry
 
The second man was more violent than you can ever imagine
He held back my hair, pouring liquor down my throat as he gagged me
I was laying in 4 to 5 inches of cold alcohol and beer
Half drowning, half vomiting, half shaking with fear
He was performing in front of his friends, like he was going to be the best
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Like he had done this before, and he was better than the rest
Like I was a animal in a circus, I was a vile untamed beast
I was still tied up in ropes just dangling from a leash
Laughing, taunting, all the images were haunting
Making me scream more than ever before
Saying I wanted it, like a cheap used whore
Harder and more painful, I screamed through the center of my core
All I could do was scream and struggle
He held my mouth with his hand like it was a muzzle
My back arched up as far as I can go
Blindfold slipped down, and my wrist burned by rope
Repeating these words was all I could do to cope
Please god let me die, I give up all hope
 
The third man was like a cowboy saying giddy up you little whore
I am going to make you scream even more than before
I tried to get up, but he slammed my face to the truck
Listen here little girl, you about to be f-cked
Sodomizing me, mouthing f-cking me, my voice went horse
Body went limp by the violence of his force
Insane I was thinking such suicidal thoughts in my head
Repeating just kill me, just let me be dead
Laughing, laughing, I began to see hope
I saw the license plate numbers on the other truck just parked over the hill slope
I began to repeat it, again and again
Not knowing, not caring that my life was about to end
Look she is delirious,  she is saying her abc's
What is that little darlin, that are you trying to say to me
You want to know what it is that I am saying, you stupid red neck trucker
That's your license plate number you stupid mother fucker
I was laughing now, screaming every charge I was going to give
There faces went white, and than turned to a angry red
They were deciding to not let me live and what to do with the body once I was
dead
As they discussed, there was still one more, but they walked away to decide my
fate
Now appeared the 4th guy,  and it was his turn to rape
 
The 4th guy he seemed shy, like he really felt bad
But not enough to still have, the good time that he had
His eyes seemed soft like he was just doing it, cause they made him partake
I thought maybe this could be a chance to convince him to set me free for my
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sake
I cried and cried just begging please god let me die
He held my face and began to kiss me as I cried
Saying he was sorry, that he now knew this wasn't right
That he would try to not let them hurt me anymore on this godforsaken night
He went to go talk to them, to try to convince them to let me live
He murmured please god, please lord could you one day forgive
 
The violent one came back, his hands wrapped around my throat
Screaming he would not go back to jail as he would not be able to cope
He was strangling me, I was choking, as my wish was finally here
Until my friend in the woods, smashed his head into a bottle of beer
Unconscious he was, as my friend loosened me free
I was convulsing for air, I was so weak in the knees,
We made a plan, as we hid away by the tree
I was still so doped up I did not know what happened to me
Just that we were scared and that I was in pain
We made a plan to run for the woods, and we knew it was insane
But we had to try, just one last time
We had to live to make them pay for there crimes
As we were running, and running but they were coming after us in full speed
We were not going to make it, so I let them run ahead
I tripped over a log and fell on a rock bed
And in one moment, his hands were around my throat
The whole world went black, my soul began to float
I was pulling away from my body, seeing my friends faces as they cried
I knew it was over, I knew that I had died
And in that moment, in a all glowing bright light,
I heard one question, one voice on this violent night
Do you want to live, for this choice is yours alone
I said god now is not my time, please send me back home
Like a lightening bolt, I jolted back into my body
The nice one was giving me mouth to mouth recipitation and I was back to
reality
I had no memory of what all had occured, I was in traumatic shock from the
trauma I endured
All I knew was that he saved me, and for that I was so greatful and amazed
My friends were hysteric, as I saw them thru a haze
The nice guy went and fought, and beat the violent one up
Saying he would kill him if he touched me again
But than we all came back to that same dilemma it was said
That what can they do, if they do not kill us dead
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I made the suggestion that we all go with him, the others must disappear and do
no more harm
My friends were scared and said if they had to go with them they would rather
die
I told them we had no choice if we wanted to make it alive
I gave them my word that we would not say anything to anyone
Blindfolded we drove to a hidden location that we did not know
Just me and my friend, as the other friend decided to go her seperate ways
We stayed with the guy for just a couple of days.
I did not know at first, I had no clue what had occured
I knew I was covered in bruises and could barely walk or speak
My friend kept trying to get thru to me but is seems I had a slight amnesia
I thought this guy was my boyfriend that we had just a night out of leisure
It wasn't until days later, did I finally recall
I began to remember, I was able to talk
I told him that I hated him but was greatful he let me live
But never in my life would I ever forgive
Since he gave me life, I would give him his
I would keep my mouth shut, for everything that he did
 
We were missing for days it was all over the news
Slowly gaining memory I became less confused
I knew I was raped, I knew I was abused
But I wanted it behind me buried deep into my past
Although I knew eventually,  that it would not last
Now my biggest regret is this to this day
That I wish I would have justice for the pain that remains
So to this day, every moment I do remember
As I will never forget that day, the day  I died in November
Underneath that pale moon sky
Where only the stars, and heavens heard my cries
Where I left my soul buried,  it now lies
Forever lost in those moments, I carry the pain inside
 
Villie Beebs
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I Take Your Love With Me
 
I take your love with me, ......to my bed at night
I hold on to it closely, till the morning's early light
I put my make up on, and set your love on the sink
As I stir my coffee and begin to drink
I am out the door, and set your love on the seat
As I get out of the car, I'll take you with me down the street.
As long as your with me, I will always be complete,
I will just take your love with me until again we meet,
 
I arrive at work and put your love in my desk
I'll leave you hidden within all the mess
Amongst the papers, clutter, and pencils galore
I'll pick you up and put your love in the drawer
Keep you there for safe keeping until I leave
While embracing thoughts of you each time I breathe
 
Through screaming calls, and mind shattering shouts
When I can't seem to take anymore and begin to doubt
With just one thought, with only you on my mind,
I'll take your love out and let the emotions unwind
My personal stress ball, I squeeze you tight
I keep holding on till my knuckles turn white
I will continue to hold on, I will continue to fight
Till I hold you in my arms, each and every night
 
On my way home, I take your love with me as I go
I walk in the door and set your love on the floor
Take off my clothes, get ready for bed
Wash my face, put a ponytail on my head
I pick your love up and tuck you in next to me
I snuggle with the memory of you adoring and anxiously
I will take your love with me every minute of every day
I'll keep you near me in every possible way
You are the love of my life and always will be
Until we are together, I won't give up on our destiny
I will just continue to take you with me everywhere I go
Until you are in my arms again, only you, my heart will hold.
I will drift off to sleep with your love in tow,
I will keep holding on, and never let go
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I will just take your love with me until again we meet
Not knowing the difference between life and dreams
 
Villie Beebs
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Infected
 
Fever burning from head to toe
Followed by chills to me betowed
A gift from the winds coming over from the north
A change in season for the sickness is not worth
Seasick feeling this boat doesn't stop shaking
My palms are clammy, and my legs are quaking
Oh nautiousness, sends my tummy in convulsions
It is banging against this metalic propulsion
The sails quiver and howl in the night's winds
A violent storm, starts to put aches in my shins
Red lightening strikes in my eyeland brown eyes
Fading my vision I go off course
The rain comes down in tears, as my voice goes horse
Ringing, ringing, the watchtowers in my ears
Trying to bring me home, in a deathbed approaching near
Such a rough flu season, it has finally arrived
Seems there is no medicine I am left deprived
Sinking, sinking, with no strength to swim
As I close my eyes, the grey skies go dimm
 
Villie Beebs
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Infinite Love
 
More beautiful and distant that the all the stars
I fall more and more by your wonderous charm
Each time you look, I shine just as bright
You are a wish come true on a fallen starry night
An angel to rescue me, we meet on heaven on earth
Nothing could compare a million times to your worth
Only with you all my fears are gone
Just a few words from you and my strength will go on
 
A smile from you erases anything sad
Words written from you become all that I have
When strife becomes me and I cannot stand alone
You lend out your hand and give me warmth from the cold
There is no distance that could ever measure
That could define this love that I truly treasure
You mean much more than words could ever say
To describe this need is all I can do to try and convey
What you mean and where you stand in my life
Like the air I breathe, without you I cannot survive
 
On a silent night with a tranquil breeze
You are the peace that sounds within me
Your like a voice in my head, that is like music from a guitar
I just close my eyes, and there you are
To replay the memories I think it feels just as sweet
You are the missing piece that makes me complete
Melodies entertwined you are a symphony that I compose
More and more, my love for you continues to grow
 
You pull me into your blue abyss
Such an amazing feeling that cannot be missed
Capturing me in such a radiant light, all of my embers start to ignite
Guiding me like a lighthouse on a dark and stormy night
Such rough waters, you carry me away on a wave
To have been so lost, and now I am saved
Only in your arms does my heaven await
And how do I thank god for making you my fate
Unraveled in magic I become undone
I will hold you tight as if tomorrow never comes
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Through 1,000 worlds, here and back again
My love goes on for you with no beginning and no end
 
Villie Beebs
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Meth Slave
 
She's locked herself in the bathroom and it's going on day three
I keep trying to reach her, but I fail to set her free
The drugs takes over, and capture her in paranoid state
Mixing with the fear it becomes the offense for her hate
Her eyes become glazed,  half open,  lost in space
Cheeks sunken in,  the dark circles run down her face
Her hearing intensifies as her imagination starts to awake
More and more of her soul, each day the drug takes
 
My dear sweet sister, she does not live there anymore
I have become her enemy, that she loves to upset and ignore
Destroy herself,  I suffer more as I watch her go
She is no longer the person that I use to know
She dreams up these conspiracies that she aims to prove everyone of
She throws around accusations that no one cares for her or loves
She hurts anyone around her, armed with her words of hate
She acts like it is everyone else's fault and they cannot be forgiven because it is
too late
She starts to hallucinate, and talks to herself as she paces
She burns the glass bowl with more puffs her heart races
Someone is out to get her, and they watch her all the time
She says there are camera's in the house, and a man in the tree that hides
 
She smokes her ciggerettes, complulsively one by one as she thinks
As death stalks her near, she stands at the edge and blinks
I wait and await,  for her mind to be clear
As her weight declines, she quickly disappears
Pounds fall off and her clothes start to sag
And all she cares about is buying another bag
She will sacrifice anything, at any cost to get high
And she will never see the tears, each day for her I cry
 
Still stuck in this trance, it seems this spell cannot be broken	
The drug has got a hold of her and she is a slave to keep smoking
Her child, her husband, they try, but nothing seems to work
Cold sweats, the shakes, her body jerks
Acne on her face, fallen teeth, her crazy stare
All her beauty gone and she is not even aware
For all this and more,  It is just not fair
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To watch someone die, who just doesn't care
I await by the bathroom just hoping she will come outside that door
That she will one day remember, ...... a life worth living for
 
Villie Beebs
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Mind Invitation
 
So take a walk around my head
Close the door and have a seat on my bed
Now you relax while I get you a drink
Than I'll push you down and then take you to the brink
Dressed to impress I wear what you have already imagined
Tantalizing with want, it's more than you can fathom
Your fingers caress my velvet  corset bust
Bodies clenched together as we slowly grind and thrust
Satin legs and ruby lips
Compliment my lacy hips
Brunette silk hair cascading down my back
Such volumptious curves there's nothing that lacks
 
The warmth from your breath steams my cheek
Hands touching all over they hungrily seek
Tongues gliding, the tempertature is rising,
As the dizzy dance starts synthesizing
Eyes grasp thoughts with just one glance
Only increasing every aspect of this sexual romance
I whisper some thing sweet as I slowly tease
Than I say something contoling, as I begin to please
Don't make me punish you as you might want more
Suddenly curious I begin to explore
 
I'll tie you up and make you beg and beg
Kissing you hard I see shakes in your leg
Tongue pressing hard in a slow teasing way
Round and round I begin to play
Playing to the rhythem of your breath
Sending you to heaven to meet your death
Death by pleasure, it cannot be measured
As this will be a night, for forever you will treasure
On and on, I don't want to stop
But I don't know if you have enough, to fulfill my want
 
Position, after position, pleasure to the pressure
Harder than harder, and slower and faster
Come take a ride on my slip and slide
With a fast running start, you jump and glide
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Pull my hair up and say something from behind
Push it harder and make me feel it inside
Screaming, aching, breathing, shaking
Drowning in such oblivious screams
I never thought you could do so much in a dream
Now get back up and let yourself out the door
Come back anytime you want some more
Mind masterbation is more than just a thought
But do you have enough to give me what I want
 
Villie Beebs
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Missing
 
Emotionally held hostage, in chains I am tied
Blackmailed and soul beaten time after time
He slices me with words and makes it all my fault
Burns into my self esteem till I equal no worth
Taken down to his level even further I sink
My privilages taken away I am no longer allowed to think
 
Like  pieces of broken glass my control he shatters
Responsible for his life I am the reason for all that matters
Take and take, more of me disappears
He keeps on pushing till he can feed off my tears
He hungers for my sadness and wilted despair
He thirsts for my madness to try to make me care
 
Sorrow and confusion tries to take me to the ground
Unable to stand I cave to what surrounds
Feeling trapped,  I need to find a way out
Needing to find happiness but I remain without
Not knowing if I will get away, I live in fear of doubts
 
He denies, lies, rationalizes, and tries
To change my reality of what's happening in life
Unable to trust myself my confidence he takes
Intensely jealous, everyone around me he hates
Veiled threats about withholding his love and leaving.
I try to walk away he, is irrational and seething
Serving this life sentence, not wanting to take what I am receiving
With only thinking one thought, it is only him that I am needing
 
Legs weakening I start to rise
I take a deep breath and close my eyes
Envisioning his smile and hear his voice urging me on
It feels like forever, like it has been so long
Since I left that rainy day, with him in rearview site
As the tears intensly fell, on that long an lonely night
 
 
The love of my life in a far distance I see
If I could just get up, I could finally be free
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To conquer my fate, and capture my destiny
To be in his arms in the embrace of serenity
 
So sad I feel,  I hate it here
Wanting away from my family and everything that's near
Only wanting him, in such sadness I yearn
More fiery and passionate my soul does burn
Every part of me wanting only his love and his embrace
I stand up and reach out my hand to an empty space
Only seeing a mirror and a pathetic face
From everything I use to be, to a sadden disgrace
............................................................missing.
 
Villie Beebs
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 Wilde
 
Written by Villie Beebs, and Nyrical Poet, A tribute to  Doc >>>>>>>>
 
Such a robust flavor, yet he is spicy with a hint of mild
Without further notice, let us introduce Mr. Doc Wilde
So warm, and inviting, he is the heart and soul of poem hunter
Always greeting, giving praises to the writer's just like him
 
His poetry is addicting, soul moving, and quite sweet
He is the type of person, that everyone is just dying to meet
He has a huge following, so many come often to read what he wrote next
He is one of our favorite writers, he is the best of the best
 
From escaping on his motorcycle to making the music that he plays
He is overflowing with creativity he must express in every which way
He has a loving wife and a large family that he adores
He has the kind of life that no one could ever want or need for more
Quite a accomplished writer he has exceeded us all by miles and miles ahead
He has some of the greatest poems, that our eyes has ever read
 
With natural flows of words that are just so caring and true
A doctor of pure generosity, reaching out to me and you
Each and everyday he pays a visit to each of his friends
Seeing what they wrote next, then placing beautiful comments on them
 
He opens his heart and reaches out to those the he meets
Bringing out such an inspiration in our emotional retreat
I was introduced to his work, and now I am truly hooked
Mr. Doc Wilde, a poet with each word he has writen or spoke
 
So if you are new to poem hunter or if you are already familiar with Doc Wilde
Take my advice and read his poetry for a little or a long while
Either way, I am certain that you too will be impressed
To look inside the heart and soul of this wonderful website
Once you do you will not be able to stop
You are dependant and in need, of the great and talented Mr. Doc.
 
Villie Beebs
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Nature's Aftermath
 
Colder now my heart is frozen
Older now yet my youth is broken
Misunderstood now, as my words are mispoken
Always the effect from what has happened I become
Remnants from the past form together to become one
Stirring in illusions,  bits and pieces seperate
Like a thousand little paintings that struggle to dissipate
 
I am lost in pieces and  my insides are out of control
Icicles falling off the glaciers inside my soul
Winter has come and it took over everything that was warm
Souful warming now destroyed,  it no longer exists
It was damaged with the rest, from the abuse that persists
Aged over time, so warped yet sublime
Vapors hissing sounds as the venum is contagious
It makes a hungry sound, makes you want it until it is voracious
Altered, I crave more destruction then I could hold
It boils through my blood until the heat melts the cold
 
Falling, rippling, there are  waterfalls of pain
It washes into the rising tide turning into rage
A river now, violently streams on the farther eastside,
Enclosing the remaining space,  it strengthens the divide
Tornadoes now turning, all climates come closer to collide
All emotions burning, there is nowhere left to hide
 
Nature forcing inside me, it is a new world uncovered
I dare you to come inside, and see what you can discover
However there is no key, and the walls are too high
There is no welcome matt, to wipe your feet
This is just the aftermath of who I use to be
Forever buried and trapped, I will never be free
Covered in destruction and turbulant storms that fall into rain
You destroyed all that was beautiful and turned it into pain
 
Villie Beebs
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Ode To Have Big Titties
 
Ode to have big titties
Instead of these itty, itty, bitties
I would be able to retire, from CEO of the committee
And no more rubber bands, would I have to wear
And when the toilet paper fell out, no one would stare
The men wouldn't run, when the lights came on
They'd know I was a girl and not a lil boy went wrong
Ya see all my problems, they would be solved
For myself, my boyfriend, and all other parties involved
 
Ode to have big titties
I wouldn't have to try so hard to be witty
I can make demands and act all bitchy
I would be the center of the dance floor
And I could dropp it like it was hot
Oh if I only had more, than what I currently got
HOOTERS here I come, why I could interview just for fun
Or how about Playboy I would be the best one
Perhaps ber all dressed up in a christmas suit
I would pose chest poked out, in my thigh high boots
If I could just win this contest, I would be so cute
 
 
Ode to have big titties
I would be so freakin pretty
I would say good bye to my wonder/water bra's
Having no boobs, why it should be against the law
As I surely would be under a felony arrest
For failure to have possession of any kind of chest
I would have to do time, for life with no breast
Although I would fight, I would certainly protest
That I should have won the holiday hooter contest
 
Ode to have tig ol bitties
They’d be so big they’d name them after a city
Come one, Come all, to the beautiful city of booberville
The worlds largest breast of mountains and hills
If I ever starred in a movie, It would be titled Boobs gone bad
It’s a comedy/drama that make you laugh and than sad
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Or how about Please don’t cry for the boobs I never had
 
Ode to have a areola, I think I seen it once in a book
Although I cannot seem to find mine, I surely have looked
So Silicone, saliene, or anything you can spare
Cause ya see when I got made, it just wasn’t fair
There wasn’t enough boobs in heaven left for me
And I could not afford them unless their for free
So ya see Mjm, I really need to win this now
So I can walk around and all the boys would say wow
So I am not a foreign girl that wants boobs like a movie star
And I wasn’t hit on by a tax collector at the jackson’s bar
But this is it, this is all I got
So just give me a chance, at least I gave it my best shot
 
Villie Beebs
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Rapture
 
Carry me away on a red velvet wave
Caress me softly until I begin to crave
Touching me, you send shivers up and down my spine
You stir my senses and make me lose track of time
Grasp my hands and let me squeeze
As you fulfill my aching needs
Blue steel daggers pierce into mine
Speaking all of your thoughts thru your eyes
As you lose and find me in a single kiss
Rapture me into such splendid bliss
Into passions realm you capture me
Releasing me from the madness, you set me free
Such passionate love we fiercely join as one
Held in your loving arms I come undone
 
Villie Beebs
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Sadness And Regret
 
Alone in the garage I sit there with my drink
Telling everyone to leave me alone, as I just want to think
Hoping I can get drunk enough for this pain to cease
Smoking my ciggerrettes to feed the tar hungry beast
 
So wounded from the pain, I am weak from blood shed
As these words of sadness scream out inside my head
This is what you wanted, shall I memorize every word that you said
Should I pretend there was a funeral, and to my soul that you are dead
You whisper words of goodbye, echoeing deep inside my heart
To try to know life without you, is to live with a life ripped apart
Emptiness remains, it mingles with the pain, it bottles up everything that I have
Everything I use to share I now store away, I let in fester inside, as the hours
turn into days
 
No one to talk to, to vent to, to even cry to,
Just a spider weaving webs as it dances on the walls
Just the night noises, in the darkness they call
Across the floor, creatures come closer they slither and crawl
Life has become dreary, I live in shadows behind closed doors
With my eyes so teary, there is nothing pretty here anymore
 
You walked away because you were scared
You chose to throw away every moment that we shared
Should I turn to anger, and waste away
Should I be understanding and take the pain
I will turn myself colder, and not let the emotions show
I will let you walk away, I will let you go
 
What am I saying, so bitter I have become
Knowing it was me that hurt a lost love
So much time that passed and yet I selfishly held him near
Never letting him go I kept him here
Broken promises, I left him waiting
I hurt him time and time again, yet selfishly taking
I cover up it all up in my drunken dispair
Hiding all this shame, with this broken smile I wear
 
There was once, one half in me and one half in you
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It is now a shattered heart with expired love that cannot be renewed
A fool I was to take you so for granted
If I could take it back, all my words would be recanted
Just know this, that you will always be my best friend
In memories, in dreams, my love will never end
I will sit there at the tree still swinging all alone
Remembering, treasuring, all the love to me you've shown
For this and more I will never forget
I will be covered in the sadness, and living with regret
 
Villie Beebs
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Self Affliction
 
Drunken spell cast over me
To disguise the illusion that I am free
Imprisoned in my white wall cage
I am quietly defying this darken rage
Urgency stirs throughout the air
The sadness trying to take me to it's lair
As hope seems to fade all I can see is despair
I cannot run away from what is already there
I will sit here and think of you
I 'll will you to me with a prayer
 
Thoughts surround, faint memories sound,
I cannot escape what is all around
Pictures faded on the walls
Sadness is stalking me down the hall
From light to dark, the darkness subsides
I am losing a battle I know not how to fight
Wanting to be with you but here I remain
Alone and cold I unravel in the pain
I look onto tomorrow, I will let go of this sorrow
I will make this episode end tonight
Such temporary moments when I am away from you
Not easy to save myself when you are not in view
But when your on my mind, and in my heart
Such thoughts could make this break apart
Shattering the darkness, the light shines in
Sadness and sorrow starts to descend
As I drift off into the great unknown
Laying in my cage all alone
I await the day till I can fall asleep in your arms
Till you can take me away from all the pain & harm
I will close my eyes and go wait by the tree
Swing and swing till you rescue me
 
When I am lost and confused you make me understand
You are the rock that I lean on when I cannot stand,
You are the reason behind my smile.
You are the light that shines from inside,
It is nights like those, I treasure you so
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You are the dream  that I will never let  go
 
Villie Beebs
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Terrorist Of The Heart
 
Not as bright as the light once shown from within
The light in his eyes changes and flickers to dim
Words become less and his voice sounds distressed
There seems to be something he is fighting to confess
There is something that hides, inside he is hiding
He is imprisoned from the lies and the deceit that is binding
His love has faded and his heart is jaded
Completely confused from what he is trading
His touch is colder and not as soft
I can taste the fear from him trying not to get caught
What is her name, is her love better or the same
Why must he play such childish little games
If you love me than why don't you just let me go
And if I choose to come back, you may never know
Such a risk, how easy am I to dismiss
All those many years of our life that exists
 
The distance that spreads pushes us farther away
A sad twisted fairy tale now distorted in dismay
As time stretches, it remains so agonizing and long
The space in between just barely trickles on
It feeds the insecurities from the seeds you have spawned
The light fades out slowly, like darkness exits dawn
Take this knife from my mangled heart
As betrayal and lies begin to rip me apart
Weapons of secrecy, you use them to my surprise
Only to help you win your twisted game of demise
Wounded soul, you cut me as you withdraw the blade
Leaving me colorless as I pale a few shades
 
I go swimming, in your narcistic ego pool
Pulling all of my strings, I dance as you pull
Whichever way, that you see it fit
Leave me hanging from a rope, that you cannot commit
Dangle my life and heart, within your hands
Threaten to leave me unless I meet your demands
Hostile terrorist of my heart
Forcing me to remain imprisoned within my thoughts
Make it all easier, or just make it all of my fault
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To justify your weakness and selfishness not to get caught
Just walk away and take one last look
At all of the happiness and innocence that you took
 
Villie Beebs
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The Debris Of You
 
Tell me now that you will open your eyes
Because I need you to look through mine
To see a dream of love that no longer exists
I need you to feel it, breathe it, to find a way to learn to need it
As it is all that is left behind, .... in the loss of you
When you can see this you will know what is in my heart
That has lived there every day since we have been apart
Then just let it go and feel what is left behind
There, you will find the pieces left of me,
A faded memory of destroyed debris
It is only the ashes forever left within me
 
Villie Beebs
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The Night Became Ours
 
You enter my thoughts with a force of a gun
A vision of you has me competely undone
Tingling sensations that burn throughout
Starting a fire that blazes about
Messages sending from head to toe
Making me breath harder until I let go
I close my eyes and let the fantasies begin
Hoping to savor every moment from beginning to end
Lying there naked I feel your hands caress
Biting my lip hard as I begin to obsess
Hunger starts building with growing need
Thoughts spinning out of control with increasing speed
Burning with want, every thought screams your name
Shaking with passion my skin burns aflamed
A vixen unleashed I cannot contain
Wild and passionate I am unhabited and untamed
Your lips possess me until you dominate me to submit
Without a fight I easily give in
Unable to take it, I engage you into me
Unable to maintain, I await to be free
 
Two bright souls swimming in space
Wrapping around eachother in desire's embrace
Eyes find eachother thru a emotional haze
Engaging in a kiss we are completely amazed
Exploding in ectasy you wash over me in waves
Crashing, overlapping, you push me to the shore
Just when I am taken away, you have me begging for more
As you lay me down on a crystal sand floor.
I feel your affections and what it is to be adored
Wave after wave, lost in a euphoric state
Feeling the intensity as each wave breaks
Warm beauty spills as the intensity is faded
The world spins around and the excitement is jaded
Bathing in the starlit moon light
Engulfed in warmth in sated delight
As falling embers softly ignite, It could not make me warmer nor more pleased
than tonight
Glowing plankton swims in fire fly lights,
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Pushing us further to to reach unreachable heights
As the last waves crashes, it shoots us to the stars
Exploding in magical wonder this night became ours
 
Villie Beebs
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The Past That Remains
 
Years have gone by and I still picture your face
The way your smile rests and falls so perfectly into place
The love I remember I have not found again
My search has been endless, it seems it cannot be found
It is left with the precious memories that I keep laying around
Even though you have hurt me, and there is no reason to believe
It is still for this love, I still mourn for it and grieve
Even though I know that we will just never be
I can't seem to get rid of it, from your love I cannot break free
 
Memories inflict pain everywhere I go
Punching me and kicking me, from my head to my toes
Like a haunting aberigian, you try to convey the past to make me see
Such haunting images I still allow to affect me
You can return and return, time after time, back to me again
I continue this one sided love affair that you won't allow me to end
You dangle my heart and you won't allow it to mend
You tangle my mind and won't allow my thoughts to bend
Away from centering and revolving around you
I can't find the strength to prevent you from doing what you do
I can't shatter your memories or let go of this love
Everytime I pull away, you push and you shove
 
My emotions stagger around until they crumble and break
There is still so much of me that you continue to take
I abuse myself from giving you all my heart's control
It is a addiction that I am burden with deep into my soul
 
Until I am with you again, I give thee this token
These parts of my soul so tortured and broken
It will not be healed until I am in your arms again
It is this abuse I continue, that doesn't allow my heart to mend
To not love you is to finally accept the death of me
Oh won't you come back, and set my heart free
Until then my love, I will be imprisoned indefinetly
Bathing, feeling elated, in the memories of you
Drowning, falling, into this whirlwind so blue
Suddenly I see a bottle floating by, it is filled with memories so preserved and
divine
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Still waiting for you to retrieve it, the past remains inside
 
Villie Beebs
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Waiting
 
Days melt into night like a icicle into earth
A puddle of time just existing without worth
Once beautiful full of life did it once spark
Now a meaningless journey with nowhere to embark
 
Thoughts trangress and lead back to you
Not able to stay together they become unglued
Replaced by her and emptiness is what I now see
It is the empty shell inside you that replaces me
 
Memories detained they tranform like bullets burried in holes
Open wounds now bleed sadness onto my inflicted soul
Misunderstood into a confused state of grace
Takes me now to this familiar place
 
Trying to convince myself that what I did was right
All I see is darkness in the emptiness of the night
Please everyone else,  out of obligated force
Can't overcome all the obstacles in this ill-fated course
Lost in a maze I wonder alone
Finding no warmth,  to shelter from the cold
I guess this is where you go when you choose the unknown
Enslaved  to uncertainty these chains I now hold
Weight becoming unbearable I fester inside
Walking endlessly, with no one to confide
 
I come upon a corner and come out on the other side
A darken empty field where the past now resides
Wilted grass covered with cracked fallen leaves
Leading me to the hill, of a huge beautiful tree
A swing hanging from the branch swinging alone in the wind
Tears strewn down my face, from remembering him
Remembering him and how life use to be
Remembering how I felt, because he loved me
Every song that plays I see his face
It always takes me back to our beautiful place
No regret is what I will always feel
Were you a dream or was it real
Things just didn't happen like we had planned
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I am just as confused and cannot understand
Why I still dream of him until dawns early light
Why I still make a wish at 11: 11 every night
Why I still  miss him in my life so dearly
Why without him I cannot make sense or see things clearly
Why so cold from without his touch I am lost
Why did I risk losing him at such a high cost
Consequences and questions do I now face
As I visit the graveyard of our perfect heavenly place
Souls apart indeed,  oh how I do feel as if apart of me has died
I will lay here in the grass till the pain subsides
Hoping that one day, our worlds will collide
Together again, on a starry, starry night
Where I will meet you by the swing, by the opal moonlight
 
Villie Beebs
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Wish
 
As I lay here with a tear on my cheek
I ponder in my thoughts of guilt and deceit
In the absence of my strength I live in a weakened state
Lies and selfishness I become everything I hate
 
All for a dream, that I can never have
I thought it was the best love that I ever had
Everything changes, this I know
I just never expected, that I had to let him go
Pained for all the things that I have traded
From my soul, my morals that faded
From all the untruth in me, this sin did occur
When it came to his love, what was right became a blur
Quite unclear, my vision was affected
To do the right thing, from my soul was rejected
I kept another at bay, I dangled his fate
The sorrow and generosity always seems to compensate
 
Life seems hopeless, and love feels like a lie
Like a wish in the wind that goes blowing by
So, so beautiful, and so rare to catch
I thought we would have been such a perfect match
I am just a moment from the past, a once loved girl
How can our love be true when I am hidden from the world
 
Two star kissed wishes melted in a dream
Treading through turbulent waters, life becomes a gentle stream
Drift now with me and do not let me drown
You said you'd hold me up forever, that my feet would never touch the ground
Things that are said, float all around
I am bleeding now, colors of sadden fiery red
Pouring from my wounds, more pain is shed
Still tortured and confused from the thoughts in my head
Are you strong enough to uphold to what you said
Or will I always be wading thru turbulant waters that you softly tread
 
Floating through life, I go it alone
Still holding onto a wish that I cannot let go
Please always know that you will forever be missed
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I will always hold onto the first moment we ever kissed
I never thought anything could ever be better than this
A dream I will never let go of, you will always be my wish
 
Villie Beebs
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Wrapped In Butterfly Wings
 
They dance on the knots as they flutter their wings
Tickling every corner until my senses give in
Desirable messages sending all throughout
Until it reaches my lips and lays stretched about
Smiling ear to ear as I slowly breath in
Eyes gently closed as the journey begins
The search being endless you go on throughout me
Wrapped in butterfly wings I await to become free
Warmed by your memory and touched by your words
Echoing beauty throughout this mystical world
I’ll wish us away where we cannot be found
We’ll climb into a tree and we won’t come down
We’ll build a cloud tree house and live amongst the stars
Where we’ll always be together and never be apart
Oh Fantasy of flight won’t you take me away
Wrapped in butterfly wings, I await to be saved
 
Villie Beebs
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